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Is the water/Pt(111) interface ordered at room temperature?
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The structure of the water/Pt(111) interface has been a subject of debate over the past decades. Here, we report the
results of a room temperature molecular dynamics study based on neural network potentials, which allow us to access
long time scale simulations while retaining ab initio accuracy. We find that the water/Pt(111) interface is characterized
by a double layer composed of a primary, strongly bound adsorption layer with a coverage of ∼ 0.15ML, which is
coupled to a secondary, weakly bound adsorption layer with a coverage of ∼ 0.58ML. By studying the order of the
primary adsorption layer we find that there is an effective repulsion between the adsorbed water molecules, which gives
rise to a dynamically-changing, semi-ordered interfacial structure, where the water molecules in the primary adsorption
layer are distributed homogeneously across the interface forming frequent hydrogen bonds to water molecules in the
secondary adsorption layer. We furthermore show that these conclusions are beyond the time scales accessible to ab
initio molecular dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Water-metal interfaces are ubiquitous in nature and relevant
to a broad range of technological areas such as corrosion,
electro-catalysis, environmental chemistry and lubrication2,3.
Over the past decades, this has led to a huge interest within
the scientific community on developing accurate theoretical
and computational models that can help to understand the
relevant physical and chemical processes that take place in
these systems.

Within the field of electro-catalysis, water-metal interfaces
are particularly important due to the widespread use of
aqueous electrolytes. In this context, the water/Pt interface
is often considered a "benchmark" system, as Pt-based
electrodes are used extensively in modern electrochemical
devices such as PEM fuel cells4–6. Because of this a detailed
theoretical understanding of the water/Pt interface has been
of particularly high interest, and this has resulted in a plethora
of computational studies at different levels of theory ranging
from classical force fields7–9 to ab initio methods10–15.
However, there are still questions that remain to be addressed.
In particular, accurately modelling the dynamic nature of
the water layer at ambient conditions presents a major
obstacle due to the high computational cost of ab initio based
methods16,17. To circumvent this problem, the majority of
such studies do not include the liquid water layer explicitly.
Instead it is typically replaced by the wetting layer that
water is believed to adapt on Pt(111) at ultra-high-vacuum
(UHV) conditions. This structure is typically modelled as an
ordered bilayer-like18 structure, where the water molecules
form a honeycomb

√
3 ×
√

3 R30◦ pattern with 2/3 ML
coverage10–12. While this structure is supported by some
experimental and theoretical evidence19–21, it has been a

a)Author to whom correspondence should be adressed.

subject of debate over the past decades2 and the present
understanding is that the wetting layer on Pt(111) is a more
complex mixture of pentagonal, hexagonal and heptagonal
rings of water molecules22–24.
Regardless of whether the bilayer-like wetting layer suggested
by20 provides a reasonable description of the water/Pt(111)
interface at UHV, serious doubt may still be raised about
whether it provides a realistic framework for modelling it at
the relevant operating conditions of electrochemical devices.
Consequently, several attempts have been made in recent
years at explicitly including the liquid water layer through
the use of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)15–17,25–27.
The problem with this is, however, that compared to classical
force field approaches, AIMD suffers from large compu-
tational requirements, which ultimately limits such studies
to small system sizes and short time scales. This can be
problematic since it may lead to insufficient thermal sampling
of important quantities of interest such as e.g. the structure of
the interface26. Consequently, methods that can overcome the
sampling problems of AIMD while retaining ab initio accu-
racy would provide an exciting new platform for modelling
the water/Pt interface.

In the past decade, machine learning has emerged as
a promising framework for circumventing the expensive
numerical calculations associated with electronic structure
methods28–30. It has been used both for accurate structure pre-
diction across chemical space30,31 as well as for the presently
relevant problem of overcoming the sampling limitations of
AIMD32,33. In particular, it was more recently demonstrated
by Natarajan et al.33 how neural network potentials (NNPs)
may be used to describe water on low index Cu surfaces with
ab initio accuracy while retaining the computational cost of
classical force fields. A natural question to ask is therefore
whether a similar framework may be used to tackle some of
the above mentioned challenges in modelling the water/Pt
interface.

mailto:teve@dtu.dk
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FIG. 1. (a) A learning curve displaying the error in the energies (blue line) and forces (red line) on a fixed test set as the training set is
systematically expanded. (b) A measure of the locality of the water/Pt(111) interface based on the procedure of Deringer and Csányi1.

In this paper we study the water/Pt(111) interface using
a machine learning based approach, which rigorously in-
cludes the dynamic nature of the liquid water layer, while
bridging the problems of high accuracy versus proper sam-
pling. Our main question is: is the water/Pt(111) interface
ordered at room temperature? We answer this by performing
MD simulations with an ensemble of neural network po-
tentials (NNP ensemble), which describe the water/Pt(111)
interface with ab initio accuracy while being computationally
cheap and thus allowing us to access long time scales. We
find that the water/Pt(111) interface is characterized by a
double layer composed of a primary adsorption layer with
a coverage of ∼ 0.15ML coupled to a secondary adsorption
layer with a coverage of ∼ 0.58ML. Using a lattice based
approach we quantify the ordering of the primary adsorption
layer and find that there is an effective repulsion between the
adsorbed water molecules. This gives rise to a semi-ordered
interfacial structure in which the water molecules in the
primary adsorption layer are distributed homogeneously
across the interface forming frequent hydrogen bonds with
the water molecules in the secondary adsorption layer. Finally
we analyze the relevant time scales at the interface and find
the time scale for transferring water molecules to and from
the bulk region to be ∼ 500ps, indicating that our conclusions
are outside the scope of conventional AIMD.

II. METHODS

A. NNP ensemble

Our NNP ensemble is a collection of NNPs obtained us-
ing the formalism proposed by Behler and Parinello29. In this
framework the potential energy surface (PES) of the system is

written as a sum of atomic energies

E =
N

∑
i=1

Ei(Gi), (1)

where Gi denotes a vector of 2- and 3-body symmetry func-
tions, which describe the local environment of each atom up
to a cutoff radius, Rc

34.
The NNP ensemble consists of three NNPs all fitted using the
RuNNer code35,36, where we employed the same set of sym-
metry functions as used in a previous NNP study of water on
low-index Cu surfaces33. To make the construction of the en-
semble as unbiased as possible we trained each NNP based on
(i) different random partitionings of our data set into a training
(test) set comprising 75% (25%) of the available structures,
(ii) different random seeds, (iii) different NNP architectures
by varying the number of nodes in each hidden layer and the
activation function between these. The architecture of each
NNP as well as the training and test errors are reported in
Table I. The latter are comparable to training and test errors
reported for similar studies using NNPs33,37.

Architecture ERMSE [eV/atom] FRMSE [eV/Å]

NNP1 30-30 (s-s-l) 0.0009(0.0009) 0.076(0.076)
NNP2 30-25 (t-s-l) 0.0009(0.0009) 0.070(0.070)
NNP3 30-35 (t-s-l) 0.0011(0.0011) 0.069(0.069)

TABLE I. Summary of the architecture and training and test errors
of the energies and forces for each NNP in our ensemble. For the
architectures (first column), the number of nodes in each hidden layer
is displayed as X-Y-Z etc. (i.e. 30-30 indicates two hidden layers
with 30 nodes in each) and the activation functions used are indicated
in parenthesis, where t, s and l are abbreviations for tanh, sigmoid
and linear, respectively. For the training and test errors (second and
third column) the first number is the training error and the second in
parenthesis is the test error.
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FIG. 2. (a) Different radial distribution functions of selected atomic-type pairs as predicted by AIMD (points) and our NNP (lines). The
width of the curves reflects the spread in the predictions of our NNP ensemble. Inset shows a zoom-in highlighting the Pt-O radial distribution
function (obtained using the top layer of the Pt(111) slab only) showing a clear peak due to surface bound oxygen atoms, OA. (b) Planar
averaged density profile of water molecules (normalized by the experimental density of bulk water at 75◦C) away from the metal slab showing
that the interface is characterized by a double peak, which can be separated into water molecules belonging to oxygen atoms of types OA
(strongly bound), OB (weakly bound).

B. Training database

All NNP fits were trained on a database of 48 041 struc-
tures consisting of a 3×4 orthogonal Pt(111) slab with a water
layer of 32 water molecules. The database was constructed in
an iterative manner starting from small AIMD-generated data
sets of roughly 1000 structures, which were then gradually
expanded by performing MD simulations up to 10ns with pre-
liminary NNP fits and sampling uncorrelated structures from
these simulations. This process was done to ensure that the
final database of structures was sufficiently dense across the
variety of configurations encountered over long time scales.
The structures were set up using the Atomistic Simulation En-
vironment (ASE)38, and their energies and forces were deter-
mined using the PBE functional39 combined with the D3 van
der Waals correction40 as implemented in the Vienna ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP)41. We employed a plane wave
basis set with an energy cutoff of 350 eV and 2× 2× 1 k-
points.

C. Model and data set limitations

Neural network potentials based on the Behler-Parinello
formalism have been applied successfully in modelling the
properties of a range of systems42–44. Despite this, they are
ultimately data-driven and rely on a local expansion of the
PES, which inevitably leads to small discrepancies between
any NNP-fitted PES and that of the underlying first-principles
reference. This observation explains our choice of construct-
ing an ensemble of NNPs, and throughout the remainder of
this paper we will use the width of the ensemble predictions
as a lower bound for the accuracy one can expect to achieve

with our methodology.
To assess the significance of long range interactions and data
set limitations further, we have calculated the learning curve
for our data set and estimated the long range character of our
system. The learning curve was determined by setting aside
a fixed test set of roughly 18 041 structures chosen randomly
from our dataset. The training set was then incrementally ex-
panded using using the remaining structures in the database,
while monitoring the error on the forces and energies. As
shown in Fig. 1 (a) the error in the forces and energies on the
fixed test set drops rapidly as a function of training set size
up to around only ∼ 100 structures after which the improve-
ment is much more modest. At first sight, this would appear to
suggest that the construction of a large database of structures
is redundant, and that we could have done equally well with
a much smaller subset of training structures. We have, how-
ever, found it necessary to have a large training set such as
the one employed here. Otherwise the MD simulations would
not be stable for extended time scales, probably due to the
NNP potential giving unreasonable results when it occasion-
ally encounters configurations that are not sufficiently close to
numerous points in the training set.
To assess the role of long range interactions, we have esti-
mated the locality of our system using the procedure sug-
gested by Deringer and Csányi1. In this procedure, a cen-
tral atom is chosen and every atom within a distance of rfix
are then fixed while atoms outside are distorted randomly. By
then monitoring the standard deviation of the force on the cen-
tral atom, an estimate of the locality of the system is obtained.
In our case, we focused on the O, H and Pt atoms shown in
Fig. 1 (b) and performed calculations in a 2 × 2 × 1 unit cell
compared to the computational cell of16 (1 × 1 × 1 k-points
were used for consistency) to be able to investigate values of
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rfix up to 8Å. Evidently, the standard deviation of the force de-
cays quickly as a function of rfix, but does not go to zero even
for values as large as rfix = 8Å, indicating that our system ex-
hibits some long range character. By closer inspection it is
found that the curves saturate at values around ∼ 0.03eV/Å,
and as this value is comparable in magnitude to the saturation
value of the force error in Fig. 1 (a), we conclude that long
range interactions are what limit the quality of our model.

D. MD simulations

MD simulations with our NNPs were performed with
the Lammps code45 using the interface provided by the
n2p2 package46,47. We performed constant temperature MD
at 350K within the NVT ensemble using a Nosé-Hoover
thermostat48,49 with a characteristic damping time of 2ps.
We used a slightly elevated temperature for our simulations,
as the PBE functional is known to overestimate the melting
point of water50. An elevated temperature has also previously
been employed in similar studies of water/metal interfaces to
mimic nuclear quantum effects on the oxygen distribution in
water51,52. Our choice of thermostat coupling, which is sig-
nificantly longer than the ∼ 40fs damping time that was em-
ployed in a previous AIMD study of water on Pt(111)16, was
chosen to ensure adiabatic decoupling between the thermostat
and the intrinsic dynamical properties of the water/Pt(111) in-
terface. To estimate the time scales of the latter, we have an-
alyzed the decay of the velocity autocorrelation function for
the water molecules in our simulations. The results of this
analysis, which is described in Section A of the SI, shows that
the decay happens on a time scale of ∼ 0.5ps, which is sig-
nificantly faster than the damping time of the thermostat. To
be certain that the results reported below are independent on
the choice of thermostat and its coupling time, we furthermore
tested different choices of the characteristic damping time of
our Nosé-Hoover thermostat as well as other types of ther-
mostats with a 2ps damping time. The result of this analy-
sis, which is described in Section B of the SI, shows that all
cases produced very similar results for the neighbor averages
and the dynamical time scales reported below. Integration of
the classical equations of motion were performed using Verlet
integration53 with a time step of 0.5fs, and for all simulations
we discarded the initial 100ps to ensure proper equilibration.
To prevent the rare desorption of water molecules from the
water layer onto the opposite side of our Pt slab an elastic
wall in the upper part of the vacuum layer was used.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To validate the quality of our NNP ensemble we analyzed
its ability to reproduce the same structural features of the
water/Pt(111) interface as predicted by the AIMD studies of
Kristoffersen et al.16. The results of this analysis are shown
in Fig. 2 (a), where we display selected radial distribution
functions obtained by performing MD simulations with our
NNP ensemble for the same system considered by Ref. 16

consisting of a 8.3Å × 9.6Å × 36Å unit cell with a 4-layered
orthogonal Pt slab and a water layer of 32 molecules. Evi-
dently, there is good agreement between the radial distribution
functions obtained from our NNP ensemble (solid lines) and
AIMD (points). Furthermore, as shown in the top right inset,
the Pt-O RDF exhibits a well-defined peak at ∼ 2.5Å, which
suggests a meaningful definition of oxygen atoms bound to
the Pt(111) surface, OA.
Having validated the quality of our NNP ensemble, we now
turn to our main question of characterizing the order at the
interface. As the first step towards this, we display in Fig. 2
(b), the planar averaged density profile of water molecules as
a function of distance from the Pt surface. This was obtained
by performing 3ns MD simulations with our NNP ensemble
in a 33.2Å × 38.6Å × 50Å unit cell with a water layer of
1024 molecules as shown in the inset. The density is char-
acterized by a double-peaked structure 2− 4.5Å away from
the Pt slab followed by a density depletion region after which
it decays towards the bulk density of water in an oscillatory
fashion. This double-peaked structure has also been observed
in AIMD simulations16 and in classical force field studies9,
though in the latter case the relative sizes of the two peaks
is reversed and their total surface coverage is predicted to be
close to 1ML, which is different from what we find (see be-
low). As shown in Fig. 2 (b) the double-peaked density profile
close to the Pt slab naturally suggests a definition of the inter-
facial water layer as being composed of a primary adsorption
layer of the OA atoms defined in the inset of 2 (a), which is
coupled to a secondary adsorption layer of water molecules
with oxygen atoms, OB, less strongly bound to the Pt slab.
Based on our simulations we have calculated the coverages
corresponding to the primary and secondary adsorption lay-
ers to be 0.15ML and 0.58ML, respectively. These values,
which compare well with the AIMD studies of Kristoffersen et
al.16, show that the interfacial structure is different from a bi-
layer, which would either give rise to two identical peaks with
1/3ML coverage each (traditional bilayer model by Doering
et al.54) or a single peak with 2/3ML coverage (co-planar bi-
layer structure suggested by Ogasawara et al.20). We have
verified that this conclusion is not simply an artefact of a too
high simulation temperature by also performing MD simula-
tions at 300K. Here we found essentially the same coverages
for the two peaks in Fig. 2 (b).
In an attempt to characterize the ordering of the primary ad-
sorption layer in Fig. 2 (b), and motivated by the strong pref-
erence of the OA atoms to adsorb atop Pt sites2, we have in-
vestigated the average number of different types of neighbor
pairs between the OA atoms as defined in Fig. 3 (a). The re-
sults of our calculations are shown in Table II, where we dis-
play the average numbers as predicted by our NNP-based MD
simulations and those obtained when the water molecules are
distributed randomly on the Pt sites. Evidently the three near-
est neighbor averages, 〈1N〉, 〈2N〉, 〈3N〉 are suppressed rela-
tive to the non-interacting case, while the neighbor pairs 〈4N〉,
〈5N〉, 〈6N〉 are correspondingly enhanced thus indicating an
effective repulsion between the adsorbed water molecules.
As shown in Fig. 3 (b), this repulsion manifests itself in a
dynamically-changing interface in which the OA atoms (blue)
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FIG. 3. (a) Illustration of the different types of neighbor pairs in Table II (b) Three snapshots of the interfacial layer chosen randomly from
each 1ns MD simulation performed with the three NNPs in our ensemble. Water molecules belonging to the primary adsorption layer are
colored blue, and hydrogen atoms participating in a hydrogen bond (we employ the same geometry criterion as used by Ref. 33) are colored
gold.

〈1N〉 〈2N〉 〈3N〉 〈4N〉 〈5N〉 〈6N〉 〈7N〉 〈8N〉

NNP1 0.40(0.91) 0.54(0.91) 0.52(0.91) 2.38(1.82) 1.32(0.91) 1.03(0.91) 1.90(1.82) 0.82(0.91)
NNP2 0.41(0.92) 0.59(0.92) 0.52(0.92) 2.39(1.85) 1.33(0.92) 1.04(0.92) 1.93(1.85) 0.87(0.92)
NNP3 0.37(0.92) 0.61(0.92) 0.55(0.92) 2.36(1.84) 1.32(0.92) 1.00(0.92) 1.94(1.84) 0.89(0.92)

TABLE II. Average number of different types of neighbor pairs calculated from MD simulations with each NNP in our ensemble (first number)
and when the water molecules are distributed randomly on the Pt sites (second number in parenthesis). The values have been normalized by
the number of OA atoms for each structure. The small deviation of the random case for each NNP is due to their slightly different predictions
of the OA adsorption layer coverage.

are distributed homogeneously across the interface forming
frequent hydrogen bonds (gold-colored H atoms) with the OB
atoms (red) in the secondary adsorption layer. By closer in-
spection it may also be verified that the interface exhibits char-
acteristic hexagonal bonding patterns similar to those found in
conventional bilayers20,54 or the experimentally observed low-
temperature

√
37 and

√
39 structures22–24. We have verified

that the results in reported in Table II are robust with respect
to starting our simulations from different starting structures of
the water overlayer, in particular an ordered bilayer. It should
however be noted that while our simulations are thus con-
sistent with a dynamically-changing, semi-ordered interfacial
structure, we can of course not rule out that there exists a sta-
ble ordered phase at room temperature, which is not observed
in our simulations due to nucleation barriers. Another natural
question to ask is whether the effective repulsion observed in
Table II can be explained from simple geometrical arguments
based on the optimization of the number of hydrogen bonds
in the primary and secondary adsorption layer. This is not a
trivial task. As an example, the number of nearest and next-
nearest neighbors in a co-planar bilayer20 (which represents
a highly optimized structure in terms of number of hydrogen
bonds) are suppressed and enhanced, respectively, which is
different from our results, where all neighbor pairs in the two
inner hexagonal rings of Fig. 3 (a) are suppressed. A plausi-
ble physical origin of the effective repulsion is therefore that
the atoms in the secondary adsorption layer form energetically
favourable shell-like structures around the OA atoms, which
extend across the three nearest neighbor sites of Fig. 3 (a).
Would the conclusions above have been obtainable with con-

ventional AIMD? Aside from the obvious fact that our NNPs
allow us to perform simulations in large unit cells outside the
scope of first principles calculations, we have also found the
water/Pt(111) interface to exhibit fluctuations on prohibitively
long time scales, which must be properly sampled to achieve
accurate statistics on the neighbor averages in Table II. As a
practical demonstration of the problems that this causes for
AIMD simulations, we have calculated the average number
of nearest (1N) and next-nearest neighbors (2N) for the OA
atoms in the simulation cell employed in the AIMD study of
Kristoffersen et al.16. The results are displayed in Table III,
where we have included the three 50ps AIMD runs conducted
by Ref. 16 as well as two 20ns runs with each NNP in our
ensemble. Evidently the average number of nearest and next-
nearest neighbors differ greatly for each AIMD run, while for
each NNP they agree within 0.03 neighbors per adsorbed wa-
ter molecule. We also note that while there is some spread in
the predictions across the NNP ensemble, the deviations are
small compared to the statistical spread of the AIMD aver-
ages, thus demonstrating the general usefulness of NNP en-
sembles for problems such as the one considered here.

To estimate the typical time scales in our system, we have
analyzed the probability for being in the primary adsorption
layer, PA(t), the secondary adsorption layer, PB(t), and the
bulk water layer, PC(t), based on a three-state model of the
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FIG. 4. Values of the residence correlation function in (5) for the A, B and C regions calculated from the MD simulations for each NNP
in our ensemble. Fits based on the form (3) are indicated by dashed lines. Extracted fit values are as follows: (a) k+ = 0.002ps−1, k− =
0.030ps−1, a0 = (0.04,0.13,0.87). (b) k+ = 0.003ps−1, k− = 0.029ps−1, a0 = (0.04,0.13,0.87). (c) k+ = 0.002ps−1, k− = 0.028ps−1, a0 =
(0.03,0.12,0.86).

〈1N〉 〈2N〉

AIMD run 1 (50ps) 0.44 1.12
AIMD run 2 (50ps) 0.76 0.51
AIMD run 3 (50ps) 0.28 1.49
NNP1 run 1 (20ns) 0.35 0.86
NNP1 run 2 (20ns) 0.35 0.89
NNP2 run 1 (20ns) 0.33 1.02
NNP2 run 2 (20ns) 0.34 1.02
NNP3 run 1 (20ns) 0.34 0.94
NNP3 run 2 (20ns) 0.34 0.97

TABLE III. Average number of nearest and second nearest number of
neighbors (normalized per adsorbed water molecule) obtained from
three 50ps AIMD runs and two 20ns MD runs with each NNP in our
ensemble.

form

P ′ = K
=
P , P =

PA(t)
PB(t)
PC(t)

 ,

K
=
=

−kAB kBA 0
kAB −(kBA + kBC) kCB
0 kBC −kCB

 , (2)

where kXY is the rate for going from region X to region Y.
The solution to this homogeneous set of differential equations
has the form

P (t) = c1 ·a+ek+t + c2 ·a−ek−t +a0, (3)

where k±,a± denote the non-zero eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of K

=
and c1, c2 are constants. Finally, the last term is

a constant vector, which reflects the steady state probability
distribution of water molecules in the three regions:

a0 = 1/N ·

〈NA〉
〈NB〉
〈NC〉

 , (4)

where 〈NA〉,〈NB〉,〈NC〉,N denote the average number of water
molecules in the A, B and C region, respectively, and N is the
total number of water molecules in our simulations.
The non-zero eigenvalues of (3) are given by

k± =
−k1±

√
k2

1−4k2

2
,

k1 = kAB + kBA + kBC + kCB

k2 = kABkCB + kBAkCB + kBCkCB + kABkBC

In general we have found the transfer of water molecules be-
tween the A and B region to be much faster than transfer
to the bulk region such that kAB,kBA >> kBC,kCB. In this
case one finds to first order k− ∼ −(kAB + kBA) and k+ ≈
−(kCB+kBC

kAB
kAB+kBA

), which shows that P (t) evolves on a fast
time scale due to transfer of water molecules between the pri-
mary and secondary adsorption layer and a slow time scale
due to transfer of water molecules to and from the bulk re-
gion.

To utilize the equations above, we have analyzed the resi-
dence of oxygen atoms in regions A, B and C by employing
correlation functions of the form:

ci(t) =
〈hi(0)hi(t)〉
〈hi(0)〉

. (5)

Here the operator hi(t) is equal to 1 if an O atom resides
in a particular region, indicated by i, at time t. The nota-
tion 〈··〉 is used to indicate an average over both simulation
time and O atoms in the system. We note that a slightly
more strict criterion is often employed in literature33, where
the atom must have resided in the particular region of in-
terest without interruption until t, but we have found that
this significantly underestimates the relevant time scales for
our system, as O atoms often make short lived vibrations
away from their respective regions. By calculating values
of (5) for region A, B and C based on the MD simula-
tions with each of our NNPs and fitting these to the dou-
ble exponential form in (3) (the same value of k+ and k−
for each region was enforced in the fitting process) we ob-
tain the fits displayed in Fig. 4. Evidently the agreement
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with our three-state model is good, and the asymptotic val-
ues found for a0 agree well with the MD-calculated averages
(〈NA〉/N,〈NB〉/N,〈NC〉/N ∼ (0.03,0.11,0.86), which shows
that we are able to perform ergodic simulations with the longer
time scales accessible to our NNPs. We furthermore see, that
all fits agree that the decay of the correlation functions is dom-
inated by a fast time scale on the order of τ− = 1/k− ∼ 30ps
and slow time scale on the order of τ+ = 1/k+∼ 500ps. As the
latter is beyond the AIMD simulations times that have been
employed by the authors of16,25,26 it demonstrates why longer
time scales are needed to achieve proper sampling. We also
note, that the observation of a long time scale for surface re-
structuring agrees well with the classical force field study by
Limmer et al.9, who estimated the time scale for such reorga-
nizations at the water/Pt(111) interface to be ∼1ns. In their
case, this slow organization was, however, attributed to the
slow reorientation of the water dipoles, which we do not find
to be the physical mechanism.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have investigated the structure of the water/Pt(111)
interface at room temperature using neural network based
molecular dynamics simulations, and found the interface to
be characterized by a double layer composed of a primary
adsorption layer with ∼ 0.15 ML coverage and a secondary,
weakly bound layer with a coverage of ∼ 0.58ML. The struc-
ture of the primary adsorption layer was analyzed by means
of a lattice-based approach, where an effective repulsion be-
tween the adsorbed water molecules was found. This repul-
sion gives rise to a semi-ordered interfacial structure, where
the water molecules bound strongly to the interface are dis-
tributed homogeneously across the interface forming frequent
hydrogen bonds with water molecules in the secondary ad-
sorption layer. Furthermore, we estimated the time scale for
transferring water molecules between the primary and sec-
ondary adsorption layer to be ∼ 30ps and the time scale for
transfer to and from the bulk region to be ∼ 500ps, indicat-
ing that our conclusions are outside the scope of conventional
AIMD.
Altogether, we believe that this work constitutes an important
step towards developing realistic models of solid-liquid inter-
faces, which are key to a broad range of technological areas.
In particular, our framework paves the road towards develop-
ing realistic models for catalytic reactions at the water/Pt(111)
interface such as e.g. the OH formation and hydrogen evolu-
tion reactions16, and we intend to pursue this in future works.
Finally, it should be noted that our simulations did not include
nuclear quantum effects, which have been shown to have im-
portant impact on the structure of water layers at water/metal
interfaces55, and investigating the effects of these is therefore
also an obvious future extension of this work.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for an analysis of the ve-
locity autocorrelation function for the water molecules in our
system as well as the molecular dynamics simulations con-
ducted with different types of thermostats and damping times.
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